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Elasto-Tack
UTFC BONDING SOLUTION
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Product Information
This product has been specifically
formulated to create a superior bond
between the existing surface and the
ultra-thin friction course (UTFC).
Elasto-Tack is typically applied using
integrated spray pavers that are capable of
laying a tack coat prior to placing the
asphalt layer.
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The shearing force acting on the interface
between the substrate and asphalt overlay
are much higher than those experienced
with thicker asphalt layers, hence the
emulsion is modified with a SBR polymer to
improve the residual binder properties,
bond strength and adhesion at the
interface. The elastomer also improves the
adhesion of the new thin layer to the
existing substrate under severe traffic
action. When applying Elasto-Tack, it will
start to boil underneath the Hot/Warm
UTFC mix, this boiling will cause

bubbles to burst leaving an elastic bond
between the existing surface and the newly
laid UTFC. The consistency of the enhanced
binder minimises the migration of the
binder into the new thin layer. This
prevents flushing and the subsequent
closing up of the surface texture under
road usage. Typical application rate is
0.45l/m² through a spray bar positioned on
the paver. Elasto-Tack was developed with
a low viscosity of 21-100 SFs at 50°C to
assist with the flow of the binder on the
existing surface at 60°C.
Whilst storing Elasto-Tack on site, it must
be circulated weekly for at least one hour,
to keep the emulsion well suspended. The
use of a centrifugal pump is recommended
when circulating bitumen emulsions. Only
heat the Elasto-Tack before use to reduce
blocked nozzles.
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